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Roland Emmerich, director of The Day After Tomorrow and INDEPENDENCE DAY, has created a superb action adventure; a breathtaking survival ride for a completely speechless man in the Amazon jungle. The plot of the film version of the Dardenne brothers "SURVIVORS"
is based on real events; in the film, which can be called a cult, starred a group of famous actors such as Tom Cruise, Kate Winslet, Kate Bosworth. In order to get a sense of joy from this book, on its first page you need to read the following words: "Stephen King is a book that has
survived the centuries and has had a huge impact on all world literature." Robert Bisson This world needs to be changed, but no one talks about it. Tomorrow King wrote this book with masochistic pleasure. He did this not to demonstrate his "perfection", but to demonstrate how he
changed the face of the world. He foresaw other subsequent books. King managed to catch and keep the copyright industry and the consumer society in their development; he described and comprehended the role of his generation at turning points in history. He found that many
celebrities started writing and publishing as children. He knew the lifestyle of today's teenagers and adults. Any writer will tell you that the most difficult thing is to catch the moment when the world, having lost its balance, is teetering on the brink of explosion. And for the time
when King wrote this epochal book of his, such a fuse was a light bulb. It was at this point that he predicted a brewing crisis and wrote: â€œIf our children do not give up their habits before they are twenty-one, they will be forced to depend on our time and our raw materials. If they
do not eat, they cannot live, and if they do not live, they will cease to be. If today electric light were invented or put into operation, then electricity would destroy the world, as it happened in all other countries. Remember: an explosion should never have an end goal. We are not
destroying the world, but only our own idea of â€‹â€‹it. Yes, we live in a world that is becoming increasingly fragile and unsustainable. But we must also
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